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(Staff Photo)
One can hardly overeStimate
the time and dedication of the
Masquers backstage crew,
especially in liglrt of the fact
that the set design in this fall's
production of "Medea" is one
of the most complicated yet.
The set consists of platforms
upon platforms which together
with the players, will cover a
maximum stage area; literally
from curtain to curtain and
from ceiling to floor. We
therefore urge A.S.C.
theatre-goers to join us in
salu ting the crew: Charlie
Hankins, De bbie Tay lor, Mark
Newkirk, Nancy Pencoe, Carol
Owens, Kathy Peterson,














11935 abercorn street ext,
savannah, georgia 31406
ASC·SSCToMerse
~rent Colleges To ONer Different Maiors
by, Jan Lanpton
In less than two years,
_ang State and Savannah
State are expected to begin
massive changes in their
academic offeringa. In order to
continue receiving funda from
the Health, Education, and
Welfare Department, both
muat fully integrete their
schools. To Ieam III"'" about
tbla plan, ne Inkwell
iDtetde .... Joe Back, Dean of
Studeht Affain, and H. Dean
Propst, Dean of the College.
The change ia the result of a
federal court order which
charges that all colleges in the
South must be properly
integrated. A federal judge in
Waahington, D. C. has ruled
that tIlere moot no longer be
any "racially indentifiable
institutions," and that
Armstrong and Savannah State
haven't followed through with




State have, therefore, drawn up
a plan that tltey hope will
aatisfy the H.E.W.
requirements. The plan is
currently being developed by
three major groups consisting
of The Duplication Study
Committee, The Recruitment
. Committee, and a committe




Jackson who co-chair til
meetings, the deans of eac
college, three tenured facult
members, two students, an
two alumna. The committr
will "ex"amine carefulJ
existing curriculum at the 1\\
institutions for the purpose,
reducing and/or eliminatiJ
non-core d u p l ic a t it
curriculum." It will also "mal
recommendations as to tJ
division between the tv
colleges of programs so th
each college will have distin
upper level programs 3l
majors not n e c e ssani.,
duplicated by the other."
Basically, what this means is
that the core curriculum for
each college will remain as it is.
The upper level majors,




Propst and Byers, the two
deans of student affairs, two
recruitors, and two students
(one black and one white).
This committee will strive to
"develop a unified approach
for joint efforts by the two
institutions in local recruiting"
by keeping the area high
schools informed about what
the two colleges have to offer.
A third group, composed of
department heads, is also
working on the plan. A
department head from each









the deans of the colleges to ,..:.----,----- ...
"meet in a series of joint SGA E ections
meetings in order to examine
carefully ways in which the
undergraduate program might
become more cooperative by
utilizing strengths of the two
departments."
Dean Buck commented that
the combined undergraduate
program would be "somewhat
unique." A few predominantly.
black or white colleges in the
sou th have begun similar
cooperative efforts. He cited
the shuttle bus service, library
facilities, and exchangeable
1.0. cards as examples of
current cooperation between
the two colleges.
The proposed plan will
affect the graduate program,
but it is not yet certain how
the program will be affected,





the results of the
Freshman and Special
Elections held last
week be thrown out




filing an application to
run in the new
elections is ten tatively
set for October 21, at
1:30 p.m. Applications
may be filed at the
Office of Student
Affairs.
A POLAR BONDIS NOT
AN ALASKAN SAVINGSPLAN
The Armstrong Chapter of
the American Chemical Society
has initiated a voluntary
tutoring service for students of
Freshman Chemistry 128 and
129 and Nursing Chemistry
courses. If you need extra help
with these courses, you can
take advantage of this new,
free service by contacting
American Chemical Society
representatives or asking your







and placement seryices after
graduation, contact Myrtle
Foster, Placement Director and
Career Counselor, Office of
Student Affairs,
Administration Building.
PUT YOUR BUrr OUT!
Cleaner Air Week begins
Sunday, so the Georzia Lung
Association asks all Armstrong
·.The,,,,,,,,,11- A'1IIS1,mlg State College
students to join the tight
against air poilu tion by bagging
leaves instead of burning them,
kicking the cigarette habit,
driving less, keeping vehicles
well- tuned, and using mass
transportation, car pools,. or
bicycles. Since air pollutlOn
contributes to the development
of chronic lung diseases such as
emphysema, chronic
bronchitis, asthma, and lung




Test will be administered on
October 31, 1974, at 3: 30 p.m.





following firms will be on
campus between the hours of
9:30 and 4:30 interviewing
potential employees during the
upcoming week:
New York Life Insurance ~
interviewing any majors for
sales positions ~ October 16,
R. J. Reynolds Company -
interviewing any majors for
sales positions -=-. October 17,
United Companies ~
interview,ing any majors for
sales and management
positions - October 25.
For the information of
recruiting employers,
appointments should be made
a full week prior to an
interview date. Make all
appoin tmen ts a t the Office of
Student Affairs. Students who
need to cancel appointments
must do so 24 hours before the
interview date, since failure to
comply with this regulation
will result in prevention from
further participation in
Placement activities until ,
letter of apology to the
company concerned is given tc
the Placement office.
HOW TO BE AWHO
The deadline for
nominations for the 1974{75
Who's Who Among Studen ts in
American Universities and
Colleges Program is October
28th. For over forty years, this
national Who's Who Program
has annually, honored
outstanding campus leaders for
their scholastic and community
achievements.
Nominations are made by
the Department Heads and
organizations on campus. For
self- nominations, one must be
a senior graduating this
academic year (by August) and
should have a combination of
au tstanding service and
academic records. The 20 to 25
ASC representatives will be
chosen by the Student
Activities Committee.
Interested students should




Dennis Pruitt: "Once is not enough."
Campus Groups Welcome Freshmen
Feeling lost, lonely, or a
little bewildered, freshman;
Boredom a bother, undergrad?
Then scan this quick review of
the wide variety of activities
open to you as an Armstrong
student -- you may discover
your interests are shared by
others!
. If literaary or photographic
endeavors appeal to you, try
volunteering for a staff
position on either of the two
official student publications,
the Inkwell and the Geechee.
Both publications provide
opportunities in creative
writing, reporting, and design.
An interest in the performing
arts could lead you to the door
•
Mr. Radebaugh, a graduate of the
University of South Florida, will instruct
stu dents in voice this quarter. Mr.
Radebaugh possesses a Master of Arts
degree in Voice.
of Mr .. John Suc h ower ,
Director of the Masquers, the
ASC theatrical group. Students
are welcomed and encouraged
to participate as actors,
stagehands, publicity agents,
and ticket distributors.
Directed by Dr. Harry
Persse, the Armstrong Chorus
meets three days a week and
gives concerts annually for the
student body.
Political interests could
mean you'd be a valuable
addition to the Student
Government Association, since
any student is eligible for
Senate Committee assignments,
or to the Young Democrats or,
perhaps to the newly-formed
local chapter of the ]Sational
Organization for Women.
Science majors and those
with an eye on medical school
schould investigate possible
membership ' in the American
Chemical Society, which
provides a program of speakers
and tour-s dealing with many
major aspects of modern
medicine and natural science.
Spiri tual yearning might
best be sa tistied by joining the.
Baptist Student Union or the
United Christians on Campus,
each of which sponsors a





societies, the chess club, the
Black American Movement,
Buccaneers, cheerleaders, and
the ASC band round out the
campus activities list.
Freshmen are particuiarly
urged to consider membership
in any or all of the above
organizations. As Me. Dennis
Pru itt, Director of Student
Activities, stated: "Don't let
the opportunities slip by.
There is an old quote that says:
'Once is not enough.' Try to do
everything more than once."
THE INKWELL STAFF
Editor-in-chief . . Tom Puckett
Business Manager . . .DavidLubs
Photo Editor . Richard Sommers
News Editor . . Pat Watkins
Feature Editor . . . Carol Dixon
Sports Editor . . . Ronny George
Editorial Editor . Cbarlie Dennard
Editorial Cartoonist ... ~ Jo Banner
Editor of the Bizarrerie . . . Ted Wallace
Staff Writers ... Becky Camp, Bob Tatum, Ray Parsons,
John Gillespie, Steve Bass, Don Braffit, Jan Langston,
Michelle Kilbourne, Becky Camp, Barba... Lang, JanUmt
ston, Clair Williams
Typists • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .AliceJarrel
Keep tho,", cards and letters coming in reference to page
seven. Ted appreciated the attention. Special thanks this
week to Joe, Jan (for the beautiful story on page one)and
Carol. We're running a poll next week asking who you want
as Governor and U.Governor. .
OctobertU;19lit The Inkwell - Armstrong State College Page Three
-:~~!~!.!!.~!!=The Examiner:
ndeditorialopinion on this page by the use of by-lines and the
;ackof themrespectively. A by-line is the name of the author of The ASC graduate program graduate program 'with a check Charles Dennard
the articleprinted between the headline and the article. Any in desperate straits since its for $10,000 to be used to research material could be
articlewitha by-line expresses the opinion of the author and does inception, finally was thrown a upgrade graduate studies. What made available to graduate
not expressthat of the Inkwell, administration, faculty or student life preserver by the C&S bank. t his mean t was that an students. Prior to receiving thds
body.Articieswithoutby-linesexpresstheopinionofthemajority C&S presented the ASC adequatesoureeofreadingand money, there was a
oflheeditorialstaff. pronounced deficiency in
-.-.------------ materials, mainly books and
I~~"'()U .-J~r ~~e~:s~~~~ry:;~~~c~~pe~II~ y I • I.. ~ :~~r::~~~~~~:i;U~~::~
fA? to bring graduate studies up to1lf?lcttlt)1l par. To illustrate my point, aprofessor in graduate studies,seeking a book to be a m,gor
work, could not find it in the
library and not being able to
personally afford it, was going
to leave it out of his course
until a student loaned it to
him. This exemplifies the.
underlying problem of teaching
graduate courses at ASC.
With this grant affecting
graduate courses, it would
seem logical, not only to me,
but also to the graduate
professors, that they should
have a hand in directing the
flow of the funds. Much to
their surprise (and mine) they
were informed that the money
had already been allocated by
. the Administration and the
library. What was being
purchased was audio-visual
equipment, that could be used
in the graduate program. (For
what?) a Telecopier Service
between ASC and sse is to be
rented (to decide on the school
lunch menu?) and what's left;
maybe one or two thousand
dollars will be spent on books
(who needs them).
by Tom Puckett
WilliamJ. McGill, President of Columbia University, recently
stated in "National On Campus Reports", "The dropout
philosophyand the symbolism of the counterculture seem to
bavelost the attraction they had for students only a few years
'go.Thatalienation has been replaced by an effort - so earnest
"to be almost deadly - to conform to the requirements of our
society.Noone knows what we have done to bring it about."
Theconfusion here is whether Mr. McGill lauds this reversal
or, like President Wilson, abhors such conformity as socially
damaging.President Wilson, who was President of Princeton, felt
that a college's foremost role was to make this generation as
unlikeit's parent generation as possible. The tone of McGill's
statementwould lead one to conclude that he is upset rather'than
joyfulat the conforming trend of today's youth.
Wemustnote that this generation promises to be the largest in
this nation's history. Not only numerically but also
percentage-wise,this present generation will dwarf all other age
groupsin a few years. With the present trends toward smaller
familiesand new birth control and abortion measures increasing,
thiswillalso be the last dominating age group.
Timehasa way of changing things so subtly that often a major
changeescapes our senses. One has only to stand still for a
momentfor tune to move the world past. Just as one generation
followsanother so will this generation of cuildren become the
past.But for a brief time the future will be controlled by the
past.Thismay be a time of great repression.
Evenas this generation fought for its' beliefs, its' unborn
childrenwere preparing for a struggle of greater proportions. As
open-mindedas college students arc today. tomorrow they will be
immovable.So it has always been. When children grow old they
becomeset in their beliefs. Yet this conservativism may not
manifestitself repressively.
This generation has learned that the most permanent of
changesare accomplished through the "system". As distasteful as
it mayseem to latter day revolutionaries, more social reform has
beenaccomplished through legisJation than the tons of rocks,
bombsand rhetoric hurled at the establishment. The wheels of
governmentare slow. but they are moving. They sometimes
appearto be moving in a circle but this new generation of ~wenty
tothirtyyear olds has learned in order to effect the system It must
affectthesystem, not dissolve it. . .
Whenwe rear our children they also will stnke out against our
orderedworld. What will we say to them? Will we act harshly as
thosebefore us have acted? Will we let others tame our rebels by
force?Orwill we try to understand their side of the questio.n?
No doubt we will have more to say to them than they Will care
10 listen to. Our narrowed view of life's possibilities will be
painfullyapparen t 10 all bu t us. The years will close the ~linders
about our eyes ever so slowly; so slowly that we won t have
noticed the shadows cast by new lives racing past us.
Someof us will see the blinders and remove them and others
maynot have any at all, but the majority will be very much like
theirparents: scaled tight against the waves of reform to come. It
wouldbe very intcresting to see how history texts treat our
generationa hundred years after our collective death.
Note! Point Oul!
We would like to point out to
the author of the letter to the
Editor last week, that the
faculty does not decide the
aUocation of parking places.
Ratber, it is the duty of the
student senate. If you have a
gripe about the parking
situation, take it to your
senator, not your teacher.
Lettersto the Ed; tor will be
printed as we receive them.
Nocorrections can be made.
Pleasekeep this in mind: If
at all possible. we request
that they also be typed.




Wha t I wish to pain t ou t
this week is something that has
been a constant source of
frustration to the students -
the S.G.A. Though over the
years the S.G.A. has assumed
greater responsibility, it has
failed miserably to provide the
leadership that is needed to
present student interests and
make their interests concrete.
The bone of my contention
is the partisan, factionalized
approach which some S.C.A.
members attach themselves to.
During the years I have been
familiar with the S.G.A., it has
been known for its personal
conflicts and petty
self-interests of its more
prominent associates. Attempts
to undermine legitimate
leadership and duties of duly
elected S.C.A. members has
been commonplace, and J have
been personally bcenpresen t at
discussions in which strategy
has been planned for' just such
intentions. As immaterial as
this may seem to some whose
faith in student-government is
non-existent (as is mine), it
should be pointed out that in
order' to improve the system,
positive and constructive
criticism must be applied. All
too often certain individuals
perpetuate their need for
"power" through an S.~_~.
position. The results of this IS
an S.C.A. dominated by two or
t h rec individuals constantly
bat t l in g for control and
personal power.
One might ask what is there
to be gained in the way of
power by controlling votes in
the S.G.A. The answer is
con trol of the budget and
allociations based. in many
cases, on friendship. The
extent to which this has
happened is unknown, but it
has happened. To most
students, this is less
recognizable than to those who
are in constant contact with
the S.G.A. and its members ~
not in the S.G.A. meetings, but
outside of them.
One should not be surprised
that apathy toward the S.G.A.
is prevalent among the
majority of students. To the
few who are still concerned
and interested in the S.C.A.
and its effectiveness, you are
urged to keep close contacts
with your representative voting
behavior. To those S.C.A.
members not caught in the
factionalism and partisanship,
it would be a giant step
forward if you sought an end
to these petty, personal
conflicts, and worked for an
efficient and unified student
government.
Letters to the Editor
To the Geechee Staff:
I would like the Oeechee
Staff to address itself to the
question of "why the Honor
Council members' pictures
were excluded from this year's
annual?" The Honor Council is
a part of the Student
Government Association and
has been included in past
annuals. It appears somewhat
of a coincidence that both the
President and Vice President of
Non e of the above was
requested by graduate
professors; the funds were
arbitrarily allocated without
even consulting the professors
who are responsible for the
content of their courses. The
entire process was conducted
oblivious to the individual
needs of professors and in spite
of requests. It is, withou t a
doubt, unfair to those
professors who have the
responsibility of providing for
the needs of their own courses
to be dictated to my someone
who has no conception of what
their needs are. In my opinion,
the professors are fully capable
of deciding what they need and
should not be told what they
need.
the Honor Council from
1973-74 are black. Armstrong
Slate College, hopefuliy being
a progressive institution would
not resort to such narrowness.
All students who take part in
legitimate campus
or ga n izations should be
recognized in the yearbook.
The exclusion of the Honor
Council picture sets a very
poor example for those
Please seepage 12
9tlkwellQ§;;'[gh~JoegtJratlC~-'<'"
. to, Onassta? Oneof theSheik,INKWELL: You're aware.., of Arabie; What wouldthe
that in Philadelphia not too want It for, becausetheykno~
long ago, eleven priests were they would have to do th
ordained who were female, in same . thing the churchdoe:
the Episcopal church, the WIth It, put It 00 displayand
Anglican church. How do you try to protect it 'M'.
think it is going to have an d I' .......ut
impact on the Catholic church? van ~ ISm, which is an
STRANC: It is. Simply exr;:~r~::~' do you
because everybody is going to think of the guy who did
have to face that question attack thePieta?
~rm~~.. STRAN
INKWELL: The question of C: Well mostof
. these pwople have Somekindwomen?
STRANC: Right, there are 0: ~ haog-up; they're sck;
churches that have already t ey ve got SOmegripeagainst
faced it... the Jewish church, the church. We'velosta lotof ,
again you have various people through the centuries
divisions within the Jewish because they don't like the
community, you have priest or they don't like the
Orthodox and Reform and so particular idea. BUIusually
on and I couldn't be sure the r e ' s a very personal
which one has faced it and emotional reason; they got
accepted it and again you offended, deliberately0' by ,
know you'll find millions of accident.
arguments on all sides of the' INKWELL:This-guysaidhe
question. Some of them will did it because he waotedtobe
say it's nonsense, it can't be famous.
theologically, others will say ISta" Pilot.) STRANC: That's a good
it's nonsense that it can't be way to get famousI suppose.I
'theologically, in other words it a 700 year gap in it's thinking implication of Vatican II for biggest business in the world. don't know if anybodyeven ,
can be but it just depends on and it's practice. For instance, the next fifty to one-hundred remembers today.It', repaired,
the church if the church says when you read the Vatican II years. STANCE: It is and it isn't, people go there. .
so. :Iocuments that issued from INKWELL: Do many of you know there again is the INKWELL: I cao't even
INKWELL: The thesis the Vatican II Council: they're your colleagues, not colleagues myth of the wealth of the remember the mao'sname.
nailed up on the door back in fantasuc, there's no young contemporaries within the church. The Catholic church STRANC:Right.
Germany not too many oerson between eighteen and church sometimes skirt the certainly in this country is INKWELL: O.K. You say
centuries ago: Do you Ole the .wenty-five who would object idea that perhaps you're a bankrupt. that you have been lo"g
same type of question s, the :0 the ideas, the principles, the black sheep? INKWELL: It ownda Liddy people, you've lost this
same type of threat to the gca ls, the vision that the STRANC: I don't reilly industries doesn't it? generation?
church? church has and that surfaced in think so. My work has been STANC: : I don't know, I STRANC: WellwhenI say
STRANC: To the Roman .he Vatican II council. On the perhaps different than theirs. don't know all of the holdings. we've heen losingpeople,what 1
Catholic church you mean; No other hand that took a long I've been in parish work; I've INKWELL: It's rumored I'm saying is we'vebeenlo"g
not reilly because I think :ime to surface: Pere La been a parocial priest; I'll that it owns Burlington, a few people because of somesmall
we've played with theology :lrange at the tum of the always feel I've been a pastoral of the large industries. emotional thing.
long enough to realize that :entury, Teilhard de Chardin priest, as a matter of fact, I'm STRANC: Well, they may INKWELL: Well generally
there are continuing new issues ...ho died suspect of heracy was theo logical conservative, be major stock holders. . . what happens is that there'sa
that must be faced. Now you forbidden .to publish anything, because I know my theology, I INKWELL: 51% gap in "a person's lifewhenhe
know it's an odd thing in the :hardin was the spirit of know my theology very well as STRANC: But could you or she becomes disaffected.
Catholic, because I think the Vatican II. Posthumously, he a matter of fact. say they own it? And here Most people usually become
Catholic church is generally ...as the spirit of Vatican II, INKWELL: A lot of people again is the concept of a myth, disaffected with the church,
200 years ahead in it's thinking because his vision, John XXIII seem to think the Roman We own the Pieta, but what do but they usuallycomeback.
and in it's theory, and many saw and implemented it in a Catholic church is not as much you do with the Pieta? You STRANC:Right.
times it's 500 years behind in (Ory practical way. The church' interested in theology as in. can't eat it. you certainly can't
it's practice, which amounts to will probably be facing the economics: they're second seD it. \\. .. _.. _.11 : ..
The Church will probably be facing the
implications of Vatican II for the
next 50 to 100 years.
I'm not an anti-materialist, but on the
other hand I'm not an atheistic
materialist either.
PlPA.-.. .........('
We own the Pieta but what do you do
withthePieta?' (Staff PnoIO)
October 16. 1974
The Inkwell- Armstrong State College ,.. Five
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INKWELL: But do you
think this generation is going
to come back?
STRANC: I really don't, I
think that this generation. .
.now that's a pretty broad
statement to say "this
generation," you know. Who
are you talking about, the
eighteen year olds, the
twenty-five, the thirty-fives?
But I think the younger
generation. however you want
to classify that, is not coming
back this time.
INKWELL: Let's say the
ones born after the second
world war.
STRANC: However you
wan t to classify that younger
generation, now again, it's not
every last person of that
ge n era tion, because the
problem as I see it is that those
who will, in rebellion or
through the stages of
maturation: growing up, go
away from the church or
anything that represents
establishment, usually find the
need, simply because there is
nothing out there in their
rebellion that they can hold on
10. 'They come back to
something they can hold on to.
This has been the traditional
way it happens.
INKWELL: What is it they
hold on to?
STRANC: Some kind of
structure, some kind of
secu rity blanket, hand rail,
whatever. It's a value and
generally people have found it
to serve their purposes one way
or other, goad, bad, or
indifferent. I'm not the judge
of every person's case.
INKWELL: Do you think
tha t so metimes they come
back because of economic
pressure?
STRANC: No, I don't think
so I really don't.
INKWELL: Is it necessary
for the priest to be involved in
a man's salvation;
STRANC: Here is where I
wou Id violently disagree or
other people would violently
disagree with me on this. ]
believe in what is called a
community priesthood. In
other words the priest rises au t
of the community as a
specialist, just as doctors,
lawyers, and indian chiefs do.
Now the more people feel
confident in doing something
themsleves: you take
education, there was a time
when parents educated their
children - that's unfeasible or
not viable today to a great
extent, although there are
attempts to return whether it's
free university or Rabun Gap,
Foxfire, whatever; but
ge nerally that's an
artsy-craftsy, survival type of
thing, it doesn't deal with the
modern, sophisticaed, complex
world: the pragmatism of the
west and the idealism of the
east. Now Chardin is the one
who points the way to a
practical bridging of that gap. I
think you're always going to
have to have these bridge
builders in society in so far as
they're needed. You're going
to have to have doctors as long
as people cannot cure
themselves. So you elect, or
appoint, or out of the masses
•
anybody can read church
history and see that mistake.
INKWELL: You think the




STRANC: Well, I think for
a great number of reasons,
certainly in this country - sbe
INKWELL: Most
government agencies and few
private businesses are starting
to step into areas in which the
church has abandoned and
many are saying that the
church is losing a purpose,
losing a reason for being in the
community. For example: the
"Send a Kid to Camp"
campaign by Datsun. That was,
arise specialists. And the priest,
the preacher, the theologian
are specialists supposedely in
their field of bridging. Now
does that mean flu one can
come except through a priest?
That would be ridiculous to
say, because all the priest is
supposed to do is build the
bridge of relationship between
the person and God. He's
supposed to be therefore a
servant of the people not a
slave, so also are public
servants to be servants of the
people, not slaves. But they are
supposed to serve, they are
supposed to be committed
people, just as the doctor or
the lawyer or the presiden t or
the wife. And again we tend t,
and I suppose, we ourselves
have fostered the pomp and
circumstance and pedestal,
plaster statue of authority,
much like we see the problem
of our own country; the
Watergate situation. What
happened? People forgot the
commitment and they used
that vehicle of service for their
own ends. The most notorious
period of the church of course
was the Middle Ages. She rose
to buy her service, by her
tremendous commitment to
the ignorant, to the poor, to
the sick, to the deaf, the dumb,
the blind and all the rest of it
in her real Christian
commitment, to tremendous
magnificance and then became
corrupt and began to serve her
own ends. That was the great
tragedy of it. And you know
spread herself too thin. She got
into very complex institutional
life, which got to be more and
more expensive. Hospitals,
schools, orphanages, that's part
of social work in general. All of
these, just take those three,
which are very expensive
institutions which because of
the tremendous amount of
good grace and almost myth
that began to surround what
the church could do: because
these individual bishops or
those individual pastors, had
great influence among people
and could sustain these works.
O.K., in modern society they
became extremely complex
and very expensive; we could
no longer support them.
INKWELL: Do you think
the Protestant church is
beginning to do the same
thing?
STRANC: Well, you see
that they approach it from a
. different point of view. In
other words, you take Bible
Baptist: the school, it's a K·I2
situation, right? Now the
tuition they charge, we would
never charge. Our works were
works of charity not business.
But when the institution
became big business, like
hospitals and schools, that's big
business. We had to get out of
it, because we don't run most
of the people we had
committed to that work, which
was a work of charity, would
refuse to live off the thing,
they would work for charity
'just like our school.
(Staff PhotO)
at one time, a specific church's
duty. O.K. now they say,
"O.K., private enterprise go
ahead and take our place."
Don't you see this as a threat?
STRANC: No, you see if
you go back to early
Christianity and the life of
Christ, Christ preached and did
good works. His good works
only, and again were necessary
and the preaching or teaching
if you will, will always be
there. Teachers will never be
out of a job, whether they be
parents or professionals. And
that really is the mission of the
church, go therefore and teach
all nations, teach them about
what? What the Christian
committment and fulfillment
is. So whether it's a street
church, a cathedral type
church, a brick and mortar
mortar church, whatever,
however, the church teaches in
any given time. Now she's
always there for in transition.
Now sometimes she's held
together with chewing gum and
bailing wire.
INKWELL: Now look at St.
John's Cathedral, just exactly
what is that? I've noticed a lot
of people that walk in that
door are struck with awe. But
they're struck with what? At
the mere physical
awe-inspireingness of the
cathedral, but is that really the
mission of the church to build
a cathedral like that?
STRANC: But, see, the
church didn't build it, people
did, didn't they? This was a
monument to their own faith.
INKWELL: But look at
what they could have done
with that money.
STRANC: True, but you
see, that monument stands
there as a reminder of the
commitment to always do
what they could do. with that
money.
INKWELL: But there have
been other religions that have
built other monuments, but
they still did not remain. They
only remain today as
something rather ghostly: a
reminder that all here on this
earth is passing.
STRANC: Right, that's one
of the eternal verities.
INKWELL: Do you think
the people who look at that
cathedral think of it as a
passing thing or do they think
of it as some sort of a symbol
of something else?
STRANC: Both, that the
material passes: the cathedral is
literaIly falling down,
physically. The towers are
sinking into the ground, we
know this. So that's a drastic
reminder. We are not out of
the cathedral concept yet and
it might be a long time, but by
sheer physical decay many of
these things will pass. But
there's also the other reminder
that the commitment to faith
means to love God above all
things and your neighbor as
yourself.
INKWELL: Don't you think
that the real essence of the
church has been masked by the
physical magnificance of the
church?
STRANC: Yes, nobody
knows that better than the
church.
INKWELL: Do you think
there's an evolving backwards
to 3rd century ideas, meeting
in small groups, getting out of
these buildings all together?
STRANC: Yes, but you
have to remember, too, Tom,
that if you are going to
practice good works in a
modern society as complex as
we have it, you need resources.
Now the church, I suppose will
always be a beggar church. I
personally would like to see
the church go in to big business.
INKWELL: You don't think
that would corrupt it?
STRANC: Not having
possession of material things,
but the abuse, the improper
use of them would. But in
other words, I'm not an
anti-materialist, but on the
other hand I'm not an atheistic
materialist either. The church
has always been a practical or
pragmatic church. The whole
deacon concept in early
Christianity was structured to
the priests and so on, not
worry about this. This is why
we don't like most protestant
ministers who have part-time
Please see page 6
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You inherit for sleep, the bed
you make
The new generation of students,
With blind love,
Heeds the fmdings of the old;
With the tools in hand
They continue in a band
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The semitic languages run
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jobs and then have a part-time
weekend. ministry. We are
supposed to be full-time. Now
again, as I said, our work is
varied. But if the church were
strictly a business operation
ce rtainly the temptation of
corruption would be there. But
I would hope in this day and
age we would have learned by
the mistakes of the past that
we would not simply
accumulate for our own
internal ends, but for the
world's good to help support.
And basically if you look at
the works of the Vatican as our
sort of federal government
they're works of charity are
fan tastic. There is never a
tragedy in the world that the
Vatican, does not immediately
and most of the time before
anybody else could get their
planes and their ships moving,
the Vatican has poured relief,
funds and goods into an area.
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Concept In muak: Qnd
muak: Progrommlng-
PROGRESSIVE ROCK
Pte.. nted In port by Norwooda
Downtown ff' Ptcodllly Square.
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Winslow Peck, former
analyst for the National·
SecurityAgency, says that the
nations largest spy network has
been routinely monitoring all
nverseas telephone calls by
computer.
Pe c k claim. that the
computers have been
programmed to record
conversation. only if a certain
grnup of words run the
monitor. For instance, if a
penon called Columbia, S.A.
and mentioned worda like
"Mm, Revolution, Castro, or
Man"or other worda such as An album is being publisbed
"Dope, Cocaine, or Dealing" for aD you people who are
the computer would be interested in Ecology
trigse red to record the movements and productions.
conversation. The album ia called
According to Peck tItls "Clearwater" and includes 19
monitoringhas been going on different ecology minded
since the early 196O's.(Euth tunes. Among those artists
News Senices) performing. Pete Seeger and
Questions, Comments & Snide Remarks
by T. K. Wallace
This column has been
placedbefore your ponderous
facilityfor the purpose of the
real .dvancement of the world
around you. If any student,
instructor, or employee has a
question, comrnen t. or snide
remarkto make public, please
submit it to any Inkwell Staff
Member (listed in the
masthead)or myself along with'
instructions for publication.
Barringany illegal comments
or snide remarks yous entries
willbe tended to with all due
speed, thank you.
T. K. Wallace.
QUESTION: Why is new
student interest so low that
every person who filed for a
Student Government office
wonby default?
Why did the faculty get an
increase in the number of
parking spaces immediately
availableto the campus when it
was the student population
thatwent up so much?
COMMENTS: "An equality
of property, with a necessity of
constantly destroying
combinations of powerful
families, is the very soul of a
Republic" Noah Webster 1787.
U.S. News and World
Report says that habitual
(more than three times a week)
marajuana smokers have only
40 percent of the white blood
cells needed to combat minor
illness and disease.
"Let us disappoint the men
who are raising themselves
upon the ruin of this country"
Sam Adams 1776.
SNIDE REMARKS: It's
only a hop, skip and jump for
the battlefields of Southeast
Asia to the playgrounds of
Centerville, U.S.A.
It should come as no great
surprise that the military's
policy of inflating body counts
in the Vietnam War has been
talcen up as standard operating
procedure by our nations 4.8
million Boy Scouts; or is it 3.8
million; or is it 2.8. . . The
truth is that there is just no
wav of teDina exactly how
Don Mclean. The album cost
is five doBars and four dollars
goes to the Hudson River
Restoration Project. This
album can be ordered from the
Hu.dson River Sloop
Restoration, 8B Market St.,
Poughkeepsie, New York.
many of these little
m in iv s o l d ie r s there are
marching over hill and dale in
the country because the Boy
Scout brass has been falsifying
their own body counts.
A four month investigation
of the Boy Scouts by Chicago
Tribune reporter David Young
uncovered massive and
systematic falsification of
me mbership roles by Scou t
executives to win promotions,
secure Government
anti-poverty funds, and
promote the organization in
the minds of the public.
Pressure to produce orders
from the top, public relations.
. these were the phrases most
often used by the Scouting
Executives to explain their
actions.
Underground TV
The Video Tape Network
schedule for Fall Quarter is as
follows:
October 21·2S-':Ace
Trucking Company and Jim
Croce
Ace reports to the VTN
audiences on just what's new in
the New Army. Five lunitic
recruits infiltrate the military
with hilarious results. (* hr.) ..
.and. . .A beautiful, intimate
program with Jim Croce and
his Jead guitarist Maury
Muehliesen was produced only
months before their tragic
accident at Natchitoches,
Louisiana. o' Hr.)
October 28 . November I -
Dr. John and Steamboat - Dr.
John is in the Right Place tItls
time . captured by the VTN
cameras along with the popular
group in one of his famous alI
night New Orleans concerts.
"Live in New Orleans" is an
understatement for the wild
antics of this great performer.
(1 hour)
November 4-8 - Star
spangledWash Board Band
November II . 17 -
Loggins and Messina and
Chicken Little
Loggins and Messina
perform their latest music in a
small arena theatre" before a
live college audience, (lh hour).
. .and Chicken Little," a
mad-cap video comedy. (*
hour)
November 14 . 18 The
Committee - A triple feature
in Ace Trucking humor.
November IB - 22 -
Prisoner
Patrick McGoohan stars in
this now famous series of
seventeen programs. A man
tries to resign as an
international secret agent and
is imprisoned in a surrealistic
villate, beautiful but menacing.
His intense efforts to escape
. are thwarted by the ingenuity·
of his captors.
NOTICE: Coming in next
weeks issue, a poll for the
students to voice their choices
for Winter Quarter VTN shows.
Some candidates to "be
included are as follows:
Comedy, The Pigs vs. The
Freaks, Movie Orgy, Howdy
Doody, Milhouse, Tbe Blob,
Music, Eric Clapton and
Cream, John Hartford, Roberta
Flack and Donny Hathaway,
John Prine, Drama, The
Prisoner (Contd.) Lenny Bruce
wi thou t tears, Feminist
Programming; Anias Nin, Billie
. Jean King, Black Culture,
Black Ominibus, Angela Davis,
H. Aaron, Documentary,
Future Shock, A Vist with
Pa blo Casals.
If you care about what you
would like to see, fill out the
ballot in next week's Inkwell
(same time. same place).
The Boy Power '76 scandal
is an eloquent testimonial to
the effect that the war in
southeast Asia has had on the
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The Committee, the original
improvisational comedy groop
will gi ve an Armstron~
-sponsored performance
Friday, October 18, at the
Savannah Civic Center.
The approximately
9O-minute show will beginalB
p.m. and will feature satirical
sketches on topics from
inflation to sexism, Hare
Krishna, politics, and feminine
hy gie ne sprays. During the
'·'audience participation" .J
segment of the performance
Committee members will
improvise skits based on topics
or ideas suggested by members
of the audience.
Tickets for the Committee
appearance are DOW on sale at
the Student Affairs Office and
at the Civic Center. The price
of admission for ASC students
and their guests is $1, while
non-students must pay a $3
admission fee.
Organized ten years ago in
San Francisco, The Committee
disbanded in 1972. Now back
together again and under the
zan y direction of Alan
Myerson, Committee members
Dan Barrows, Larry Hankin,
Julie Payne, Ruth Silveira, and
Jim Cranna are once again
delighting audiences with
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A CERTAIN NOISE UNDER OLD HOUSES
". • .And there's plenty of mother and carry her away to .
storage space on the ground wherever ghosts go when
floor, Mr. Tomason. Now with they're not haunting houses.
the upstairs, why, you can... n "Henry!" Mrs. Tomason
"But what about a cellar? yelled in that distinct tone of
That's why I bought this old angry desperation, Henry was
house in the first place." Mrs. immediately jolted out of his
Tomason stared critically at fantasies and resumed his
the floorboards. regular duties as a kid that ll"ts .
"Well, of course there used yelled at all the lime. Still, he
to be a way down to the cellar, wondered about the house.
but after we modernized the Henry couJdo't sleep at all
interior of the house... well.. that flrst night mainly because
we just didn't think it was 0 f h is mother's loud
Practical." lam .entalioos. She juggled pots
"Oh, never mind, Mrs. Platt. and pans until midnight,
"I would have bought the slammed doors until 2:00
house anyway." "It's really A.M., and told the baby to
charming on the outside; it's shut up until about 4:30 in the
just that Iwould feel so much morning. Needless to say, the
safer having access to a cellar, baby did not shut up.
you know, in case of an "There's lots of work to do
emergency." today, Henry" Mrs. Tomason
"Y ou mean like with a announced cheerfully at 6:00
hurricane?" A.M.
"Precisely." . "~Iknow," Henry muttered
"And besides, it's just right as always.
for Henry. isn't it Henry?" "And you've got to get that
Mrs. Tomason glared. clock in the hall flxed, Henry.
"Yeah, sure." It chi mes every fifteen
"Well, just call the all"ncy if minutes."
you have any problems, Mrs. "Yes, mother," Henry
Tomason. agreed mechanically.
"Of course, Mn. Platt. "Well, you take care of little
As the front door slammed Caroline while I'm gone
shut, Mrs. Tomason jerked the shopping," Mrs. Tomason
boy's arm, literally cutting the demanded as she slammed the
sallow flesh with her door.
fWll"maiIa. Of cou rse , immediately
"Now, you listen to me," following her departure,
she snarled. "You kids think Caroline began to wail, even
you're so danm smart throwing louder than usual, probably
off your silent rebellions, but because she knew that Henry
you're not going to be a little was hard of hearing anyway.
j e r kin my h 0 use. •• This time, however, Henry
Understand?" really didn't hear the noise, as
"Ye ah, I understand, he was too busy tugging and
"Henry muttered in a banging at the trapdoor on the
half-audible voice. At least it floor in the hall. Oh, yes; old
was loud enough to satisfy his houses always have trap doors
mother. Of course neighter of and they generally lead to
them had time for a real cellars, or in some cases,
screaming session, but they tunnels. or quite often just to
would eventually work arouod some deep hole. At just about
to it. the moment when he would
Henry spent most of the normally have abandoned the
afternoon unpacking and project, Henry flung the door
moving furniture. When Mrs. open and peered down into the amazed to see Henry still in the headfirst into the cellar.
Tomason called relief at dusk. interior. There was so much living room sitting silently as "Yes," Henry shrugged as
Henry decided to spend the dust that he really couldo't see usual. She was particularly he locked thetrap door.
rest of the evening checking anything. It looked harmless disturbed by what she observed Un for tun ate Iy, Mrs.
the outside surroundings. enough, so he decided to leave to an air of complacency about Tomason wasn't as quiet as
Anyone else would have been a the trap door open to let the the otherwise sullen fourteen Caroline had been. Henry
little dubious about going underground air out. year old. could still hear her screaming
outside in these surroundings, Little Caroline, who had even after he had covered the
but Henry, like most of his been wailing consistently "What are you snickering trap door with a rug. Having
friends, wasn't afraid of throughout Henry's advanture, about, Henry?" she demanded d e c ide d to ignore the
anything. finally decided to test her menacingly. underground disturbances for
The house definitely looked ultimate volume and screamed "I was just thinking," Henry the time being, Henry began
like the classic, haunted so loudly that she fell out of yawned. di s connectirrg everything
mansion Henry imagined it to her crib. Not damaged by a "I don't suppose you including the clocks, lights, and
be. The front iron door rattled mere crash landing, however, thought to look in on your electrical appliances. Of course,
fiercely; the shutters on the Caroline began to crawl toward sister while I was away," Mrs. he could still hear what
windoes were constantly flying the hallway. Tomason continued. sounded like a muffled graon
open unexpectedly; and the "No, no Caroline, YOu "No," Henry admitted (0 r perhaps a growl)
noise of the wind weaving in can't come back here," Henry indifferently. underneath the house, but at
and out of the hinges conjured muttered ... again. Caroline of "Well, where is she?" least, he had eliminated some
up all sorts of ghostly terros. course proceeded forward and. "She's in the cellar." of the noise. Henry was just
The moon shone down icily .. "At least she must have "Henry, we don't have a about to sink into one of his
and the house seemed to landed on soft ground," Henry cellar." silent rebellions, when he
swerve forward under that thought as he slammed the trap "We have a cellar," Henry realized that the growls had
light. Henry liked to think. the door shut. There wasn't any insisted. now become shrill screams of
house was indeed haunted, and noise. "You left her down there!" almost unbearable amplitude.
that one of the dead spirits WbenMrs. Tomason arrived his mother shrieked as she ran "OPEN THE DOOR,
'11'1" on,~tdl ullI!•• tt~~ethat evening, ~e _w~~. ~i?l!. d~~~ tJ;-~?~I~ay,fal~n.g. HEN.R:!.'~ .
(staff Photo)
Henry was so busy ignoring
the screams that he didn't
notice a different noise
outside. In any case, the
rumble outside soon
overbalanced the screams
underneath, and Henry was
uneasy enough to try to
escape. He never discovered the
source of the noise, for just as
he opened the back door,
concrete slabs began crashing
down from all directions, and
it seemed that the house was
collapsing on him....
"Well, there's plenty of
storage space anyway.
"That's true, but ... "
"Listen! Isn't there
somebody at the back door?"
"I don't think so; we don't
know any of the neighbors."
"Yes, but I heard someone
knocking."
"The house has just, been
renovated; it's probably just a
loose foundation. Now, what's
that about a cellar?"
-Cd.
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lilTlf? Uut
by Ronny George
Here again is another
InkweU and with it comes
another one of my famou s
columns which most of you
may or may not appreciate.
UsuaUy this weekly adventure
in prose relates to sports -as
they occur on A.S.C., however,
this week I am going to try
some.thing a bit different. I am
doing this in hopes of making
this column somewhat more
interesting to YOU the
s.tudent. I ask that you let me
have some sort of response to
it.
This week we will start a
"Four Losers out on a Limb".
In case you're wondering what
this is - get ready for a stab at
something a little different.
Each week four students: Glen
Amsdorff, Tom Puckett, yours
turly.: and the irrepressible
Carol Dixon will pick the
winners of several college
games (IN ADVANCE) that are
possibly of some interest to
you. There will be a booby
prize to the person who
SPECIAL NOTICE!
There will be a meeting of
the varsity golf team on
Thursday, October 17 at 2:30
P.M. in room 104 at the gym.
Anyone interested in trying
out for the golf team should
attend this important meeting.
----------
GOOD THRU OCT. 31----------
compiles the best winning
percentage during the season.
The "Prize" will consist of
several, sumptuous Boston
creme pies, the ca teh being
that the winner has the option
of publicly throwing the pies in
the losers' faces. Now, this is
something a bit different at 01'
A.S.C. isn't it? If YOU have
suggestions (Of a serious
nature) please sent them to the
Sports ED, INKWELK, Box 52
A.S.C. -
. .
P.S. Many thanks to Diana
Fisher for volunteering to help








On Saturday, October 26,
the A.S.C. baseball team will
take on Brunswick J r. College
at Gnat Field. This is the
opening game of the Pirates fall
ba se ba II practice which
includes a few games against
several junior colleges. The
team is highly favored to take
the South Atlantic Conference
this Spring. If there is any
baseball left in your system





Pi Kappa Phi 0
Beavers 13
BSU 19
The Intramural Council has
passed a regulation banning
alcohol at Intramural activities.
This includes Flag Football on
Sunday afternoon. Sorry but
this is for your own good.
If anyone is interested in
working for the Inkwell Sports
I still want YOU! If fame,
glory, and riches interest you
get in touch with Ronny
George or Tom Puckett at the
InkweU office in the M.C.C.
WOMENS
Phi Mu 32-0 Over Sisters of PKE
Hot Pants 40-0 over Alpha Gamma
Four Losers Out On A Limb
Ronny Tom Glen Carol
Alabama at U. of Tenn. Bama Bama .Univ. T. Bama
Georgia Tech at Auburn Aub Aub Aub Aub
Vandy at Georgia Vandy Ga Vandy Vandy
Arkansas at Texas Ark Tex Tex Tex
LSU at Kentucky Ken. LSU LSU LSU
Arizona at Texas Tech Texas T. Texas T. Texas T. Texas T.
Rutgers at William & Mary Rutgers W&M W&M W&M
Ca'l-ofyn
C1hank~90'"' Clfu:
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The events and the rulesfor
the "Superstar" competition
a re complete. Designed to
discover who the outstanding
individual athlete is on campus,
the list of events are:
1. 60 yard dash
2. 1.7 mile cross country
run
3. 50 yard freestyle swim
4. Bowling (3 games)
5. Goif (18 hoies)





A. All participants must no-
tify intramural office before
any score can be verified.
B. All events must be
recorded before reading day,
fall quarter.
C. Points will be awarded to
top 10 finishers of each event.
D. To be eligible for the
championship, all 8 events
must be completed.
E. Awards will be given to
the winner of each event as
well as the overall champion,
provided the participant
competes in aU events.
~G~~
DOWNTOWN Wehave received our complete
Fall line of Oothing~ Furni"hings and Shoes. It is an
exciting and interesting grouping. We would like you to
drop in and take a look - at your convenience. Feel
free to use your OIARGE CARDS.
ALAN BARRY'S
26 West Broughton Phone 236-0209
()cfrJbM 16, 1974
GYM
Tues. and Wed., 7:30· 10:OOP.M.
Mon. through Thurs. - 12:30P.M.·I:25 P.M.
Friday - II :30 A.M.· 3: IS P.M.
POOL FREE SWIM
Mon. thru Fri. - 12: 30 P.M.· I : 25 P.M.
Mon. and Wed. ~ 7:30P.M.·IO:30P.M.
Sat. and Sun. - 2:00 P.M.· 5:00 P.M.
Cross Country
The crOSScountry team of Armstrong State College has made
substantial progress this year under head coach Bianchi and
associatecoach Dr. Cedric Stratton. The team massacred Augusta
Collegeon Saturday, 10/5 by a near perfect Score of sixteen.
Augusta scored only a poor 47 against a host of powerful
runners including three freslunen. In fact, the three winners were
tbe three A.s.C. freshmen: Payson Daughtery (who set a new
record for A.S.C. of 26.45), Newton Brown, and Tim Kel1y.
However, last Wednesday, October 9th, Savannah State slipped
byArmstrong causing a slight setback.
REMAINING CROSS-COUNTRY
SCHEDULE
DAY DATE MEET TIME
·Wed. 10/!6 Southern Tech&Mercer 3:00
Sal. 10/19 Calloway Gardens II :00
Frl. 10/25 Columbus (Home) 11:00
Tues. 10/29 Ga. State 4:00
Sal. 11/2 A.S.C. Invitational 11:00
(Home)
Sat. 11/9 S.A.C. Meet TBA
Sat. 11/16 Ga. State Invitational 10:30
*Conference Teams
Pre·Sea.<wnBasketball Tournament
The annual pre-season double elimination tournament will
begin Monday, October 21st. The entry deadline is Friday,
October 18th.
There will again be three divisions, the Maroon for all ex-high
school, college and advanced players, the Gold for less
experienced players and the Organization for any clu b, fraternity,
etc. on campus. Anyone interested in participating may contact
the intramural department.
GYM, POOL AND TENNIS COURT HOURS ANNOUNCED




Sun. - 12 P.M .. 7 P.M.
Mon. and Wed. - II :30 A.M.· I :30 P.M., 2:30 P.M.·5:00 P.M.
Tues. and Thurs. - 12: 30 P.M .. 7:00 P.M.
Fri. - 11:30 A.M.· 7:00 P.M.
Sal. - 9:00 A.M .. 7:00 P.M.
PLEASE BRING ID CARD
The men and women's scratch league began Wednesday I Oct.
9th at Live Oak Lanes. Pike No. 1 and BSU tied with 2 wins each,
Sigma Nu won 4-0 over Pike No.2, PKT defeated Pi Kappa Phi
4-0 and Alpha Gam defeated Phi Mu 4-0. Other teams and the
co-ed handicap league will begin next week.
WATER POLO
League play wlll begin Monday, Oct. 21st. Most of the men's
games wlll be scheduled at the 12:30 P.M. period. Last year's
champions, the Wasps, are expected to enter another strong team
this year.
Backer
"The most ingeniousand novel_otic
film so far. FLESHGORDON combines
/




. PAID POLITICAL AD BY CAROL DIXON ANO THE PENGUIN
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like Frankenstien even when
he's playing Frankenstien,
because, strictly speaking, he
doesn't look like Dracula even
when he's playing Dracula.
If the two surviving
portraits (by different artists)
of the factual Dracula, 16th
century Wallachian price and
·Transalvanian Vivode (no
Counts please - this is neighter
an English aristocracy system
or a prize fight), don't lie Bram
Stoker came much closer to
fact in his fictional portrayal
than Bela did in his screen
portrayal. For the benefit of
those in your immediate insane
asylum who migh t have read
this and can't afford Radu
Floreskey's work, the portraits
show a short Clark-kentish
type with green eyes, long
brown hair, and a droopy
mustach. Does that sound like
Lugosi? You bet your bat cape
it doesn't.
Frankly, there isn't much
resemblance between Dracula
and any of the actors who've
played the role on screen:
of Christopher Lee is about two
feet too tall; Jack Palance
looks like, well, Jack Palance;
and Barry Atwater comes
close, but misses by a facial




Dean Buck commented that "if
we at the undergraduate level
cut out certain majors, then by
virtue of cutting out the majors
we have eliminated the joint
part of our program, or at least
eliminated to a point where
there will be adjustments made
in the graduate programs."
Dean Buck remarked that
many people currently believe
that they. know what subjects
will be given to each college.
He said that President Jackson
and President Ashmore Tutoring for "Principles of
emphasize the point that "the Accounting" 211.212. Phone
plan is not now written." He
also mentioned "that at this David Lubs, 355-1152,
afternoons or evenings o~ put
time neither of them has any message in Internal Post clo BAR·HOPPING, ANYONE?
idea other than along the line
that a program that we now Inkwell, Box 52, A.S.C. . The Coalition for Jails and
have a major in, that Savannah One professional Libratas Prisons invites Armstrong
State does not have a major bicycle. Best offer, owner must students to participate in a new
w 0 u Ids t a yon ou r move to New York City. Help pro g ram 0 f p r i son
c a m p u s ," For example, astarvingartistl Repliesto80x improvement. This group will
Savannah State would keep 52 Campus Mail. organize a one-to-one visitation
Engineering Technology and program with pnsoners here in
we would maintain an Allied NOTICE TO ALL: Savannah and nearby, and will
Health Program. ASC STUDENTS' be contacting local ministers,
Dean Propst believes that church groups, and civic clubs
the proposed plan has its This Monday, October 21, is in order to set up a schedule of
advantages and. disadvantages. tho last day Frashmon, Nurs· visitation. An attempt will also
He believes that the plan is ing Majors, and History-Po- be made to set up a postal
beneficial in that "it allows litical Science Majon can correspondence program and
each of the two institutions to qualify to run for Senator· initiate educational programs
develop particular strengths in ial posts. All intarostad per- within the jail. If you want to
a particular area." The program sons should fill out the nee- be involved, contact Marla
has its drawbacks, .however, essaryforminDannisPruitt's Devendorff at 234-3694. Are
because "neither college will office, Studant Activities, you listening, Criminal Justice
continue to be a broad college MCC. Majors?
in the sense that it offers all of 'r===~~~====~_'-:~----------,
the traditional majors. "He
added, "I fmd it a little bit
difficul t to conceive of a
college that does not offer a
broad range of majors in the
humanities."
When questioned about the
possibility of the colleges
losing students, Dean Buck said
that "it is much too early to
tell." He said, "students will go





8:30-10:30 A.M. Fridays -
1:30-10:30 A.M., Room 202
Memorial College Canter. Ray
Persons
ASC,SSC TO MERGE ....
The officers and members of
the Black American Movement
would like to extend a warm
welcome to all incoming
freshmen. We hope that you
will attend our meetings and
help us explore every part of -
the - Black Experience. Our







S.G.A. senator, has established
senatorial hours to be available
to students on the following
days:
Monday - 5:00-6:00 P.M.
Victor 104 .
Tuesday - 5:00-6:00 P.M.,
Victor 104.




incoming students who would
possibly become Student
leaders.
Harry Hunter J r.
Former Honor Council VP
Dear T.K.,
Since I believe that every
Quest for Knowledge should be
rewarded, I'm going to gamble
my sanity and try to answer
one of the questions from
Questions, Comments and
Snide Remarks of Issue NO.I's
Bizarreerie, Please notice I'm
taking the cowards way out
trying to answer the Easy
question' posed.
Anyone with a nair for
Romanian history can tell you
that Bela Lagosi doesn't look
NEWS SHORTS ....
From page 2
come by the Director
Student Activities office:
October 16, 1974
I f you think I'm putting
yd'u on, good luck sucker,
trying to verify this at the
Armstrong Library will only
get you a vague reference to
Vald the Dragon, Rdau the
degenerate, and a lot of weird
looks from the Librarian. And
before you include any snide
remarks in your next column
about my str.ange avocations
just let me state 'I haveevery
right to be as wierd or weider
than Carol who spendsher free
time writing about bugs.
Live Long and Prosper,
Pat
Dear Pat,
In reference to your letter
of much needed response on
the great Frankenstein-Lago~.
-Dracula debate, first of ail let
me say that if you ever wish to
personally witness the Movie
tha t prompted the original
question, take time out for The
Wolfman Meets Frankenstein
starring Lon Chaney Jr. and (of
course) a rotten Bela Lagosi,
and second of all let me say








Suite 500 - Trust Company Bank Building
Savannah, Ga. 31401 236-4236'




SAVANNAH BANK & TRUST COMPANY
You can build a better pension for
yourself with tax-free dollars I Ask
me for details.
GOODNEWS
FOR TEACHERS I
fAVAnftAH
CLOSE....."
"Che"
Oct. 19,
MCC
8:00 P.M.
